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Chasefield has continually said this since 2018, but it is still relevant even after three, going on 
four, years: Valuations are high and stocks are still expensive according to CAPE-10. Equity exposure 
is at a minimum in portfolios and will continue to stay that way unless something drastic happens in 
2022. 

Speaking of 2022 and equities, what can investors expect during the year? I think there are a couple 
of initial concerns to keep in mind. The first is inflation, with the current level of 6.8% not seen since 
1982. During that year, inflation was “recovering” from a previous high of 13.5% in 1980, due in part to 
the Fed increasing interest rates. We expect the Fed to do the same during 2022 with as many as 
three rate hikes. 

The second concern is the Fed increasing the pace of their bond tapering program (aka the 
theoretical opposite of quantitative easing). History has shown that when the Fed exhibits such 
hawkish tones, it likely leads to slower growth in equities. This is shown through the Ned Davis 
Research (NDR) 
graph of different 
tightening cycles. 
Depending, 
however, on how 
aggressively the 
Fed raises rates, 
we can expect 
different results. 
The slower they 
decide to raise 
them, typically the 
better equities 
perform. 

On the other hand, 
there is a looming 
issue with the 
amount of 
household financial 
assets currently 
invested in the 
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stock market. As the business cycle reaches a peak, we tend to see households becoming full. By 
“becoming full,” I mean that numerous households will have bought a new home, a new car, 
invested as much as they can into savings and IRAs, and allocating additional income into the market. 

According to this chart from NDR, we see the market is overbought by investors. The average ratio is 
28.1%; as of September 30, 2021, the ratio was at 46.8%. It is important to note that extreme values 

over the mean of 28.1% 
are always followed by 
a bear market.  

Although predicting 
that a bear market will 
happen in 2022 is a 
losing battle, the 
likelihood increases as 
more and more 
indicators continue to 
show signs of high 
valuations and 
overbought 
conditions. Investors 
should therefore not 
expect a repetition of 
the positive 
performance of 
equities in 2021, but 
rather anticipate only 
modest gains in 2022.  

 

 

 

 

Fixed income is not in much better of a position than equities. In fact, I would say they are 
much worse. There are a lot of things going wrong for fixed income currently, which will most likely 
continue throughout 2022. Let me discuss the short-term view and what expectations investors 
should have for the upcoming year.   

Inflationary pressures are impacting bond portfolios, plain and simple. Returning once again to 1982 
when we last had a 6.8% inflation rate, 10-year Treasuries were yielding an average 13%, effectively 
giving real yields of around 6%. This, however, is not the current case for 2022: 10-year Treasuries 
have begun the year at 1.5%, producing real yields of -4.3%. 
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Interestingly, the bond market is not yet reflecting current inflation in its yields. At some point, 
though, inflation must fall or yields must rise because investors will not accept real negative yields 
for the long term. As of now, bonds are being priced as though inflation is going to be transitory. 
Proponents of this scenario argue that supply chain disruptions are the main cause for the current 
rise in inflation, which will begin to fall once the supply chain normalizes. 

But what is missing from this argument for transitory price inflation is wage inflation, which can have 
a more permanent impact on consumer prices. Observers currently estimate that the private sector 

is setting aside 3.9% 
on average of their 
payroll expenses in 
order to increase 
wages in 2022. The 
public sector is 
seeing the same 
type of increases, 
whether it be cost 
of living 
adjustments equal 
to inflation or from 
previously enacted 
legislation on 
minimum wage 
increases. 

As a result, these 
permanent 
increases will hold 
prices higher. At 
some point, then, 
the bond yields will 
have to begin 
factoring in 

inflation once the reality sets in that it is no longer transitory, because the wage increases are not 
transitory. Essentially, we should expect a rise in interest rates in 2022, which will have a negative 
impact on bond portfolios. 

As shown in the above table, bonds performed poorly in 2021, and they are unlikely to perform much 
better in 2022. We intend to keep bond durations short for the foreseeable future until we see more 
favorable conditions in the bond market. Only then will we consider extending our durations in order 
to capture real yield on our portfolios. 
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Inevitably, market outlooks for 2022 are almost required to mention COVID and its impacts. 
Ours will be no different, but I will keep it brief. Lockdowns are now ramping up after the holiday 
season, which could have a short-term negative impact on performance in the beginning of 2022. 
That said, the global economics look to be on solid ground for the year of 2022 as high savings of 
foreign countries should increase spending, more vaccine rollouts allow further participation in the 
economy, and supply chains beginning to clear up. All of these factors will allow global equities to 
see an overall positive performance for the year. 

But as with any expectation, there are some caveats, including, yes, inflation. First, we expect global 
rate increases, and some countries have already begun this process. Central banks around the world 
have, will, or will 
continue to raise 
rates as inflation 
pushes higher. Just 
as with US equities, 
this can have impacts 
on performance 
leading to slower 
growth. 

The graph to the 
right shows the 
relationship of the All 
World Index falling. 
Subsequently, 
central banks will 
begin decreasing 
their rates. The 
opposite happens as 
economies start to 
heat up. 

Another caveat to 
slower growth in 
2022 is a developing energy crisis in Europe. Natural gas prices have dramatically increased to about 
fourteen times their prices before the pandemic started. These price increases of public utilities can 
have substantial flow-through impact on their respective countries’ economies as people in colder 
climates need to heat their home appropriately. 

Lastly, we must factor emerging markets into the global outlook. China regularly gets the spotlight 
because of its influence on the index as a whole. NDR believes, and I concur, that China may weaken 
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its currency to boost its export sector, as that has a major impact on market returns. China’s poor 
performance of small and mid-cap equities in 2021 would likely lead them to do this.  

 

There are many challenges that markets must overcome in 2022 to facilitate growth. Central 
banks increasing interest rates, COVID continuing to disrupt supply chains, negative real yields on 
bonds, the exacerbation of Europe’s potential energy crisis, and the global rise of consumer price 
inflation in conjunction with wage inflation are all headwinds going into 2022. The general theme, 
therefore, is that 2022 holds a high probability of being a year for slower growth. 

 2021 was an incredibly good year for many emerging and developed markets. In the above 
performance map, the returns of these countries are in the green representing positive returns for 
their mid-cap and large cap companies combined. It is going to be hard to follow and exceed the 
outside returns we realized in 2021. 

Over all, though, we remain positive knowing that, as in the case of the S&P 500, the returns are 
positive 80% of the time. Betting against the market is a losing battle, so we remain optimistic for 
2022, while also keeping an eye on the potential troubles that lay ahead.  

Overall Thoughts 
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Disclosure 

The views expressed represent the opinion of Chasefield Capital Inc. The views are subject to change and are not intended 
as a forecast or guarantee of future results. This material is for informational purposes only. It does not constitute investment 
advice and is not intended as an endorsement of any specific investment. Stated information is derived from proprietary and 
nonproprietary sources that have not been independently verified for accuracy or completeness. While Chasefield Capital 
Inc. believes the information to be accurate and reliable, we do not claim or have responsibility for its completeness, accuracy, 
or reliability. Statements of future expectations, estimates, projections, and other forward-looking statements are based on 
available information and the Chasefield Capital Inc.’s view as of the time of these statements. Accordingly, such statements 
are inherently speculative as they are based on assumptions that may involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties. 
Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. Investing in 
equity securities involves risks, including the potential loss of principal. While equities may offer the potential for greater 
long-term growth than most debt securities, they generally have higher volatility. International investments may involve risk 
of capital loss from unfavorable fluctuation in currency values, from differences in generally accepted accounting principles, 
or from economic or political instability in other nations.  

The information published herein is provided for informational purposes only, and does not constitute an offer, solicitation 
or recommendation to sell or an offer to buy securities, investment products or investment advisory services. All information, 
views, opinions and estimates are subject to change or correction without notice. Nothing contained herein constitutes 
financial, legal, tax, or other advice. The appropriateness of an investment or strategy will depend on an investor’s 
circumstances and objectives. These opinions may not fit to your financial status, risk and return preferences. Investment 
recommendations may change, and readers are urged to check with their investment advisors before making any investment 
decisions. Information provided is based on public information, by sources believed to be reliable but we cannot attest to its 
accuracy. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. Past performance is not 
necessarily indicative of future returns. 


